
the trend is you



Centro Mall has been designed to become the iconic shopping 
destination, located at the heart district of Jnah, Beirut.  Its aim 
is to hold the widest range, the trendiest and the most looked-
for brands under one roof. Centro Mall propels the shopping 
understanding with its convenient circulation methods to 
unprecedented levels.

Centro Mall embraces a food court which is an architectural 
masterpiece, joining tasteful restaurants and regional chains. 
Cinemas, kids’ area and shopping alleys are all planned 
ergonomically to be optimised in terms of accessibility and safety. 

The Birth
 of an Icon



Built on intersections, Centro Mall is only 
a few meters away from the Sports City 
and Jnah highways, making its access easy 
for the shoppers whether coming from the 
neighborhood or from other regions in Beirut 
and its suburbs. Add to that the high population 
density in its vicinity (reaching 20% of overall 
local population) and the fact of being a throw-
stone away from various selective extravagant 
5 star hotels, embassies and luxury apartments: 
Centro Mall is essentially Central.

Landmark



Centro Mall
        ideas

Satisfying all stakeholders and building 
relationships as well as earning their 
trust. Centro Mall’s aim is to guarantee 
rapport and confidence with its 
community.

Mission



An Extended        vision
We aim to secure continuous investment for Centro 
Mall to remain a flagship; that is maintenance, 
innovation, novelties and latest technologies remain a 
major priority for Centro Mall to exist as a trendsetter 
in its field.  Yearly targets and plans will be set forth and 
executed to ensure continuous progress. Marketing 
and promotional plans will be a focal concern for 
Centro Mall management in order to stand always as a 
frontrunner in the market.



Centro Mall premises offer the highest level of 
pure shopping and entertainment experience 
with restaurants, cafes and Cinema Halls and 
not to forget its supermarket, making Centro 
Mall ideal for all needs, demands and desires.

Needless to say that Centro Mall provides 
carefully planned parking spaces designed 
according to international standards in 
addition to a premium Valet service.

Take a look
             Inside



Unique
on every level



Spread over 3 levels of spacious shopping and 
leisure areas, Centro Mall offers uniqueness on 
every front. 

Centro Mall’s circulation has been designed 
according to the latest studies that assure the 
best display available for all businesses.

Ample parking spaces are spread over 4 levels 
and valet facilities are dedicated to ensure a 
high level of convenience.

Ultimate
   Convenience



From its high tech interactive exterior façade 
to its ultra modern interior finishes as well 
as astonishing water and lighting features; 
every element has been carefully studied to 
offer a superior experience for anyone who 
enters Centro Mall. 

Elevating
standards



Feast
your eyes



Designed to be a retail haven, Centro Mall provides a 
pleasurable hub for visitors to take a stroll down the wide 
shopping lane in search of their needs.  With an extensive 
number of leading stores, clients will be offered the chance 
to attain their optimal choices. All stores are spread across 
a cheerful modern space with creatively designed interiors 
to make the shopping an unforgettable experience.

The
Retail Experience

Shopping has
       never been
               so fun!



A taste for
     every mood

Food for
     thought
Centro Mall has restaurants and cafés with a wide variety 
of cuisines, food outlets and services spread throughout 
the mall and the fast food lovers will be thrilled with 
Centro Mall’s vast offers of food court, including the 
best international and local chains. We have more than 9 
counters that feature a wide seating arrangement.



Conveniently located at the center of the City, high-end restaurants 
and cafés are spread out along the pedestrian sidewalk in a beautifully 
designed walkway, making Centro Mall’s Food Alley an alternative dining 
destination for the country. Not only that, but the experience combines 
the typical European “Café Trottoir” atmosphere with traditional 
Lebanese flavors, thus bringing together the best of both realms.

Indulge in
    good taste



Entertainment is a vital component of 
Centro Mall; it is the key to turning a venue 
from a beautiful experience to a whooping 
destination where families and friends 
enjoy every minute, while shopping, 
playing and learning. We can proudly 
say that Centro Mall is synonymous 
with entertainment. Cinemas, kids areas, 
water features and events are all part of 
Centro Mall.

Fun
   House

Dimensions of
         entertainment

The first

cinemas in Lebanon



Supermarket
The supermarket is accessible through an 
entrance from the parking level for the well-
being and the comfort of the clients in addition 
to easy access from within centro Mall 
premises. It offers convenience, best prices 
and best deals in town.

Great values
      Mega experience



Redefining Retail
            Experiences



Jnah, Beirut, Lebanon
t: +9611856333   m: +9613857222

info@centromall.net, leasing@centromall.net        www.centromall.net

The floor plans and other information in this brochure could be subject to modification.


